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Reduce Fat by Increasing Leptin Levels and Leptin
Sensitivity With New Supplement
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Leptiburn has taken the world of health and wellness by storm since its recent
release. Thousands of people around the world are looking to find out reliable facts
and figures about this popular weight loss supplement. Independent review website
Leptiburnreview.com has unveiled insightful details about this popular program.

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE (NEWSWIRE) December 21, 2012 –  Boston, MA

Recently introduced fat loss supplement Leptiburn is rapidly growing in terms of its
popularity throughout the world. Many users claim that this product can provide fat loss
benefits that compare to none other in the present market. However, it is always

advisable to cross check the physiological background of any such product before deciding to invest time and money
on it. Leptiburnreview.com, an independently operated review website, has just published the findings of their detailed
research indicating that the secret behind the success of this program is centered on a fat burning hormone named
Leptin. This hormone not only enhances the rate of metabolism, but also controls the functioning of many other fat
loss hormones.

Leptiburnreview.com informs that rigorous dieting and workout regimens are most likely to fail because of ever
decreasing Leptin levels within the body. Studies suggest that the level of this important hormone can reduce by 50%
within a week of starting a diet plan, resulting in a dramatic reduction, in fat burning.  This happens because the
primary function of Leptin is to protect the human body against starvation. The efficiency of fat burning programs or
products is also influenced by Leptin sensitivity. In order to receive maximum results, it is important that the Leptin
receptors within the body are extremely sensitive. Leptiburn program consists of few easy steps to satisfy both these
conditions in order to generate unmatched results.

Leptiburnreview.com also reveals that many of the Leptiburn ingredients are proven to have a positive impact on
production and sensitivity of Leptin. Irvingia Gabonensis, Oleanolic Acid, Panax Notoginseng, Modifilan®, and Green
Tea are the natural ingredients that play a significant role behind the excellent results achieved so far by this program.
Talking about this weight loss program, a senior researcher from Leptiburnreview.com said, "Unlike any other program
known to us, Leptiburn takes a scientifically proven approach to increase Leptin level and sensitivity. We feel that this
system can work for anyone looking to lose fat with minimum efforts".

To know more or try out this amazing weight loss supplement, please visit http://leptiburnreview.com/30-sec-fix

About the Company: Leptiburnreview.com is a recently launched online review platform that offers latest news,
updates, and reviews of Leptiburn weight loss supplements from Leptiburn. They have thoroughly analyzed this highly
talked about product to reveal the secrets behind its popularity. 
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